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 1.  Introduction 

 Thank you very much for purchasing the ODDS Card. The ODDS Card allows you to 
 introduce fingerprint authentication for handling your valuable crypto assets by connecting 
 with the ODDS Wallet app via Bluetooth. 

 In this guide, we will cover the process of connecting the card to the Wallet app and provide 
 instructions on basic usage. 

 2.  Create wallet 

 Upon launching the app, you will see two menu options: "Create Wallet" and "Restore 
 Wallet." Press the "Create Wallet" button. After pressing the button, a new wallet will be 
 created, and you will be redirected to the main page. 



    

 1.  Card registration 

 Next, connect the app with the ODDS Security Card and register it. By registering the card, 
 the mnemonic (passphrase) of the created wallet will be stored on the card. 

 First, tap the "Setting" icon in the footer. This will take you to the settings page, where you 
 should tap on "Register ODDS Card." 



    

 After navigating to the following page, please check the box for "Use ODDS Card." Once you 

 check the box, you will see the options "Search for Card" and "Registered ODDS Card." 

 Please tap on "Search for Card." 

 At this point, activate your ODDS Card and make sure it is in Bluetooth connection mode. 

 The card number will be displayed as shown below, so please tap on it. When you tap the 

 card number, you will be prompted for fingerprint authentication. Please perform fingerprint 

 authentication using your ODDS Card. 



 Upon successful card registration, the card number will be displayed as shown below. With 

 that, the card registration process is complete. 



 1.  Check mnemonic (passphrase) 

 Next, we will verify the mnemonic (passphrase). From the settings page, tap on "Mnemonic 

 Backup." If you have registered a card, you will be prompted for fingerprint authentication. 

 Make sure the card is in Bluetooth connection mode and perform fingerprint authentication. 

 Once fingerprint authentication is complete, you will be taken to a page with important notes. 

 Please read the content carefully and tap on "Back up now." 
 Please note that it says, "If you lose your mnemonic, it cannot be searched or restored." However, if you have 

 registered the card as mentioned earlier, the mnemonic is saved on the card, making it possible to restore it in 

 case you lose the mnemonic. Nevertheless, please take great care to store your mnemonic securely and avoid 

 loss. 



 You will then be taken to a page displaying your mnemonic. Please store the words listed 

 here securely and ensure they are not leaked to third parties. After tapping "Backup 

 Complete," you will return to the settings page, but you can check the mnemonic as many 

 times as you need. 

 1.  Address book registration 

 Next, we will explain the address book feature. With the ODDS Wallet, it is possible to 

 pre-register recipient wallet addresses, which can then be selected when making a transfer. 

 Below, we will describe how to register an address in the address book. 

 First, open the "Wallet Address Book" from the settings page and tap the "+" button in the 

 upper right corner. 



 You will be taken to a screen like the one below. Enter the "Address you want to register" 

 and the "Registration name," then tap "Save" in the upper right corner. If the address is 

 displayed in the list afterward, the registration was successful. 

 1.  Deposit 
 Next, we will explain the deposit process. The deposit page is opened when you want 

 someone else to send funds to your own address. On the main page, select the currency 

 you want to deposit and tap the "Deposit" button to navigate to the screen below. Share your 

 wallet address with the sender by either copying it and providing it to them, or by having 

 them scan the QR code. 



 1.  Withdrawal 

 Next, we will discuss the withdrawal process. With the currency you want to withdraw 

 selected, tap the "Withdraw" button. First, enter the recipient's address. You can either paste 

 the address or press the button in the red frame to select the withdrawal address from your 

 address book. 

 After entering the address, input the withdrawal amount next. The amount sent to the 

 recipient will be the amount you set here, minus the withdrawal fee. After tapping the 

 "Withdraw" button, if you have registered a card, you will be prompted for fingerprint 

 authentication. 



 After fingerprint authentication, if the transfer is successful, the screen will look like the 

 image on the right below. With that, the transfer process is complete. 

 1.  Check history 

 If deposits and withdrawals have been made, you can check the transaction history from the 

 "Details" button on the main page. Pressing the link button will take you to a corresponding 

 blockchain explorer. Pressing the copy button will copy only the "TxID." 



 1.  Wallet recovery 

 Next, we will describe how to restore your wallet. First, from the start screen, tap on "Restore 

 Wallet." If you have a registered card, tap "Load data from ODDS Card." If you haven't 

 registered a card, you can restore the wallet by directly entering the mnemonic you have 

 saved. In this guide, we will assume you have registered a card. 

 When you tap "Load data from ODDS Card," you will proceed to connect the card. Turn on 

 the Bluetooth connection mode for your ODDS Card and select the card. After that, you will 

 be prompted for fingerprint authentication, so please complete the authentication process. 



 Once fingerprint authentication is complete, the mnemonic stored on the card will be 

 automatically loaded. Press the "Recover" button in this state to complete the wallet 

 restoration process. 



 1.  Other settings 
 From here, we will describe the settings for the ODDS Wallet. 

 1.1.  Change currency unit 
 From the app's settings page, you can change the currency unit. The currency set 

 here will be displayed as the conversion rate. 

 1.1.  Language change 
 You can change the language of the app. 



 1.1.  Add coin 
 By tapping "Wallet" from the main page, you can add or remove coins. 

 Checking a box will add the coin, and unchecking it will remove the coin from the list. 

 Added coins will be displayed in the list on the main page. 


